
Help 
The query system is to ensure access to information about Telecommunication 
Services, Interface Reports, Data Sheets handed in by telecommunication service 
providers in the course of temporary data submission and other related information. 

Telecommunication services  
In this query category information can be get from the open database of 
Telecommunication Services and Interface Reports by the following options. 

Query by service type  

Here You can list telecommunication services in a tree-structured multilevel 
hierarchical order - similarly to KSH-codes, in part, even based upon them. Optional 
filtering can be done by the type of service, that is also organized in a tree-structure. 
In the result list there appears all the services belonging to the specified service type 
and if this service type has subtypes, those services belonging to those, as well.  

Query by service providers  

Here You can perform queries by the name of service providers. Name, as well as 
name interval can be given, or free search can also be performed. The later returns 
data of service providers matching the string given. It is also possible to filter by 
regional competence.  

Query by interface type  

Here those telecommunication services can be listed that have at least one interface 
notification attached. Filtering options are: transmitting medium, connection type, type 
of sign, division. If more parameters are given, those are connected by AND 
relationship.  

Query by service area  

The list can be generated here informs about telecommunication services, the area 
they lap and the permission of the service. Filtering options are: county, primar 
district, settlement and district. Parameters have the following relationships: a county 
consists of more primar district, a primar district consists of more settlements.  

Query by access type  

Here those telecommunication services can be listed that have at least one access 
type attached. The result list informs about access types and the permission of 
services. Filtering options are: county, primar district, settlement and district. 
Parameters have the following relationships: a county consists of more primar district, 
a primar district consists of more settlements.  



Query by General Contracting Conditions (ASZF)  

Here those telecommunication services can be listed that have at least one General 
Contracting Conditions (ASZF) attached. Filtering option is the name of the service 
provider.  

Downloads  

Here You can download the base data in two Excel-files. One contains the service 
providers and the other the telecommunication services. 

Announcements concerning telecommunication services and 
interface reports  

Here You can find information, deadlines etc. concerning Telecommunication 
Services and interface reports.  
 
Result lists generated by some query option can be narrowed by providing additional 
information.  

Interface notifications 

In this list You can find the basic data of the interface notification connected to a 
service and the very document also can be invoked (PDF format, Acrobat Reader 
required) 

General Contracting Terms (ASZF) 

In this list You can find the basic data of the General Contracting Terms (ASZF) 
documents connected to a service and the very document also can be invoked (PDF 
format ? Acrobat Reader required) 

Access type 

In this list You can find access types belonging to a specific service.  

Data Sheets  

In this list You can find basic data of data sheets connected to the service and 
handed in be the service provider. The very document also can be invoked.  

Submission of datasheets No. 22 
See the help within the submission pages.  

Lists of datasheets No. 22  
Here You can perform queries about the Data sheets by the following options.  



Data sheet about telecommunication services  

Here You can list base data of Data Sheets handed in by service providers in the 
course of data submission. The very documents can also be invoked. Filtering 
options are: date interval, service provider, type of service.  

Query of datasheets by certificate of conformity  

Here You can list base data of Data Sheets handed in by service providers in the 
course of data submission and information about Proof of Suitability. Filtering options 
are: date interval, type of Proof of Suitability, service provider, type of service.  

Announcements concerning data sheets  

Here You can find information, deadlines etc. concerning Data Sheets.  

Submission of datasheets No. 345 
See the help within the submission pages. 

Statistics for datasheets No. 345 
See the help within the statistics pages.  

Official Announcements  
All announcements  

Here You can find information, deadlines etc. concerning Telecommunication 
Services, Interface Reports and Data Sheets.  

Announcements concerning telecommunication services and 
interface reports  

Here You can find information, deadlines etc. concerning Telecommunication 
Services and Interface Reports.  

Announcements concerning Data Sheets  

Here You can find information, deadlines etc. Data Sheets.  

Other data  
Here You can get information of some base data used by the query system.  

List of service providers  



Here You can list service providers by name. 
Three types of queries are possible: by name, by name interval or by free search for 
the name (by match of any string). A switch can modify the list narrowing the search 
for those service providers only that have valid services. It is also possible to filter by 
regional competence.  

List of service type (by KSH)  

Here You can list the types of services.  

Areal extend list of service areas  

Here You can generate a list that informs about the following: which primar districts 
belong to a county, which settlements belong to a primar district and in which primar 
district or county belongs a specific settlement. Handling of service areas based upon 
this structure. 
Possible parameters: county, primar district, settlement. Relationships between these 
are: one country may consist of one or more primar districts and one primar district 
may consist of one or more settlements.  

General usage  
Specifying parameters  
The exact way of specifying parameters varies by queries, however all the queries 
use the usual form-elements for this purpose.  

Drop-down list  
Drop-down lists provide predefined sets of possible values to choose from. These 
can be: 
- Empty - meaning "all". In most of the cases this is the default value. 
- Other value. 

Textbox  
Textboxes accept free text. Wildcards can also be applied here ("%" meaning any 
string or "?" meaning any letter). 

Buttons  
List - This button results the list contributing to the parameters given.  
Reset - Resets the form to default values. 

Other links  



Back - This link leads one level back, that is the menu in case of the parameter-
pages or the very parameter page in case of the result-list.  
More help - This link provides special information about the usage of the current 
page.  
Printable version - This link displays the list on the screen in a printer friendly version 
in a separate window.  
Top - This link leads back to the top of the page.  

Other category  
Communications Authority - This link leads to the main page of the site of the 
Communications Authority .  
Help - You are here, dude...  

Sitemap - Clicking this button a site-map appears. This way You can have a look at 
the whole hierarchy of the site and the query system, as well as the explanations 
belonging to the functions.  
 
The entire query system can be reached in Hungarian and English, as well.  

List  
The list contains the services, service providers and permissions according to the 
parameters given. These data are mostly read only, except the followings: 
- "Interface reports" at the end of the rows that are links to the list of the interface 
reports of the service (if any). From here the very reports can even be downloaded as 
PDF. This action requires Adobe Acrobat Reader. 
- Datasheet: displays a list of datasheets (period, service provider, service type, KSH 
data) and provides link to the datasheets themselves. 
- Access type: displays a list of access types. 
- ASZF: displays a list of ASZF (General Contracting Terms) of the very service and a 
link to the ASZFs themselves (also in PDF format). 

Printing  
Lists can be printed from the "printer friendly version" window. Paper orientation is 
advised to be set to landscape.  

Downloads  
Data can be downloaded as Excel-sheets, as well. To versions are available: one 
contains the service providers and their addresses and another contains the full 
database. Downloads can be accessed via the "Downloads" menu. According to your 
browser setting the downloaded Excel-sheets may appear or can be saved. An 
alternative way of saving the list is the right click + "Save as..." combination.  
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